Le Moyne, Aultman, and Ames did excellent work when called upon to run with the ball, and Le Moyne is especially good at bucking the line, on account of his strength and weight.

The game began at 3.15 with Langford's kick-off to Underwood. The ball changed hands several times on downs, and once it looked as though Trinity might score from Technology's 15-yard line; but the latter rallied, and by steady gains forced the ball down the field, and Underwood finally scored after thirty minutes play. No goal was kicked, and the score remained 4-0 in Technology's favor.

In the second half Technology improved wonderfully, and the visitors could not keep the ball long enough to make an important gain. Technology had the kick-off, but soon recovered the ball and carried it down the field with a snap and dash that was woefully lacking in the first half. Thomas and Howland took turns carrying the pigskin, and Le Moyne scored after three minutes' play. Underwood kicked a goal, and the score stood 10-0.

Twice more Technology scored touchdowns, but the goal kicking was wretched, and the total of four touchdowns brought but eighteen points. Thomas was the life of the eleven, and all the men showed the effects of the coaching. The game was called by the consent of both captains on account of darkness, with two minutes more playing time left.

Two Yale men are now delivering a series of lectures throughout the country on "Football at Yale."

Five of the regular Yale Varsity football team and four of the substitutes prepared at St. Paul's School.

During the recent political campaign, forty-five students from the University of Wisconsin were on the stump for the various political parties.

The University of Pennsylvania and Cornell held a cross-country run November 17th. The representatives of Pennsylvania were chosen by two prize handicap runs.

All matters of discipline at Cornell are attended to by a student committee composed of four seniors, three juniors, two sophomores and one freshman. These are chosen by their respective classes and serve one year.

A proposition has been made to the Intercollegiate Athletic Association to send a challenge to Oxford and Cambridge for an annual meeting between the winners of the American intercollegiate championship and the winners of the Oxford-Cambridge meet.

The field at Hampton Park has been resodden, and is fast being put in shape for the game. Twelve hundred more seats will be provided this year than ever before,—divided equally between the Harvard and Yale sides. These seats will be added to the more desirable sections. The end sections are already up.